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Two related studies investigated the relationship between place-pitch sensitivity and consonant
recognition in cochlear implant listeners using the Nucleus MPEAK and SPEAK speech processing
strategies. Average place-pitch sensitivity across the electrode array was evaluated as a function of
electrode separation, using a psychophysical electrode pitch-ranking task. Consonant recognition
was assessed by analyzing error matrices obtained with a standard consonant confusion procedure
to obtain relative transmitted information~RTI! measures for three features: stimulus~RTI stim!,
envelope (RTI env@plc#), and place-of-articulation (RTI plc@env#). The first experiment evaluated
consonant recognition performance with MPEAK and SPEAK in the same subjects. Subjects were
experienced users of the MPEAK strategy who used the SPEAK strategy on a daily basis for one
month and were tested with both processors. It was hypothesized that subjects with good place-pitch
sensitivity would demonstrate better consonant place-cue perception with SPEAK than with
MPEAK, by virtue of their ability to make use of SPEAK’s enhanced representation of spectral
speech cues. Surprisingly, all but one subject demonstrated poor consonant place-cue performance
with both MPEAK and SPEAK even though most subjects demonstrated good or excellent
place-pitch sensitivity. Consistent with this, no systematic relationship between place-pitch
sensitivity and consonant place-cue performance was observed. Subjects’ poor place-cue perception
with SPEAK was subsequently attributed to the relatively short period of experience that they were
given with the SPEAK strategy. The second study reexamined the relationship between place-pitch
sensitivity and consonant recognition in a group of experienced SPEAK users. For these subjects, a
positive relationship was observed between place-pitch sensitivity and consonant place-cue
performance, supporting the hypothesis that good place-pitch sensitivity facilitates subjects’ use of
spectral cues to consonant identity. A strong, linear relationship was also observed between
measures of envelope- and place-cue extraction, with place-cue performance increasing as a
constant proportion~;0.8! of envelope-cue performance. To the extent that the envelope-cue
measure reflects subjects’ abilities to resolve amplitude fluctuations in the speech envelope, this
finding suggests that both envelope- and place-cue perception depend strongly on subjects’
envelope-processing abilities. Related to this, the data suggest that good place-cue perception
depends both on envelope-processing abilities and place-pitch sensitivity, and that either factor may
limit place-cue perception in a given cochlear implant listener. Data from both experiments indicate
that subjects with small electric dynamic ranges~,8 dB for 125-Hz, 205-ms/ph pulse trains! are
more likely to demonstrate poor electrode pitch-ranking skills and poor consonant recognition
performance than subjects with larger electric dynamic ranges. ©2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~00!01403-X#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ts, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Jh, 43.71.Ky@JWH#
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INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in cochlear implant speech p
cessing strategies have resulted in significant improvem
in implant listeners’ speech recognition performance. A
result, users of the newest generation of speech-proces
strategies commonly achieve high levels of speech reco
tion under favorable listening conditions~e.g., Dorman,
1993; Skinneret al., 1994; Tyleret al., 1996!. At present, we
have only a limited understanding of how such high levels
speech recognition are achieved by the better implant
formers or, conversely, why some implant listeners still p
form poorly with the same prostheses and speech-proces
strategies. Related to this, there exists relatively little inf
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mation concerning the psychophysical abilities underly
speech recognition in electric hearing, or how such abilit
may vary as a function of stimulation parameters that dif
among speech-processing strategies.

One psychophysical ability thought to be important f
speech recognition in electric hearing is place-pitch sens
ity, i.e., the ability to distinguish among electrodes on t
basis of tonotopically mediated pitch, or timbre. Theore
cally, cochlear implant listeners with good place-pitch sen
tivity can make use of the spectral information in speech i
is well-represented in the electrical stimulus. Such spec
information contributes primarily to discrimination of th
vowel height and frontness features~related to f 1 and f 2
frequency, respectively! and the consonant place-of articul
16457(3)/1645/14/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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tion feature, since these phonemic features are coded
dominantly by spectral cues. Townshendet al. ~1987! were
the first investigators to examine place-pitch sensitivity
cochlear implant listeners, using psychophysical electr
pitch-ranking and electrode discrimination tasks. Th
showed that some implantees exhibit relatively strong pla
pitch sensitivity consistent with the normal tonotopic orga
zation of the cochlea, whereas others perceive little chang
pitch as a function of electrode location. This finding, co
firmed in several later studies~see below!, suggests tha
place-pitch sensitivity may be an important factor limitin
speech recognition ability in some cochlear implant user

Only a few studies have examined the relationship
tween place-pitch sensitivity and speech recognition,
these studies are limited to subjects using the Nucl
f 0/f 1/f 2 or MPEAK speech processing strategies. Bus
et al. ~1993! showed that discrimination of electrode traje
tories by four late-deafened cochlear implant subjects p
dicted the degree to which speech recognition performa
improved with a multichannel device~f 0/f 1/f 2 strategy!
relative to a single-channel device. Nelsonet al. ~1995!
evaluated the relationship between place-pitch sensiti
and consonant recognition in eight postlingually deafen
subjects using the Nucleus MPEAK orf 0/f 1/f 2 strategy.
Several subjects exhibited good or excellent place-pitch s
sitivity; however, none of the subjects demonstrated part
larly good place-of-articulation performance. This led the a
thors to conclude that spectral cues to consonant identity
not coded very effectively by the MPEAK andf 0/f 1/f 2
strategies. Even so, a weak correlation between place-p
sensitivity and consonant place-cue performance was
ported. Nelsonet al.’s impression that thef 0/f 1/f 2 and
MPEAK strategies provide only minimal place-cue inform
tion was subsequently supported by place-cue data repo
by Parkinsonet al. ~1996! in a comparison study of the
f 0/f 1/f 2 and MPEAK strategies. Zwolanet al. ~1997! exam-
ined the relationship between electrode discrimination
speech recognition in 11 users of the Nucleus MPEAK st
egy. A considerable range of electrode discrimination per
mance was observed across subjects, with several sub
demonstrating excellent performance; however, no sign
cant relationship between electrode discrimination a
speech recognition was observed. In general, the above
ies suggest that many cochlear implant patients possess
place-pitch sensitivity, but that place-pitch sensitivity is n
strongly related to speech recognition performance with
f 0/f 1/f 2 or MPEAK speech-processing strategies.

The present experiments were motivated by
MPEAK-SPEAK comparison study of Skinneret al. ~1994!,
which showed that some but not all users of the MPEA
speech-processing strategy can achieve improved speech
ognition performance with SPEAK. We were especially
terested in the individual differences apparent in Skin
et al.’s data, in particular, the demonstration that subje
who achieved equivalent levels of performance w
MPEAK sometimes exhibited considerably different leve
of performance with SPEAK. Because SPEAK provides
more detailed spectral characterization of the speech w
form than MPEAK, we hypothesized that subjects show
1646 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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the greatest gains with SPEAK were those subjects who w
best able to use this spectral information, i.e., those w
good place-pitch sensitivity. Skinneret al. did not analyze
speech recognition data in terms of spectral versus temp
speech cues; thus it is not possible to determine whether
improvements demonstrated by their subjects were prima
related to spectral cues as our hypothesis would predict.

The studies described here specifically evaluated the
lationship between place-pitch sensitivity and consonant
ognition in cochlear implant subjects using the MPEAK a
SPEAK strategies. The first experiment compared conson
recognition performance with MPEAK and with SPEAK in
single group of subjects. Subjects were experienced use
the MPEAK strategy, and their performance with SPEA
was evaluated after they used the SPEAK strategy on a d
basis for one month. The findings from this first experime
were somewhat surprising: Although subjects demonstra
a wide range of place-pitch sensitivity as measured by
electrode pitch-ranking task, their place-cue performa
was equally poor with the SPEAK strategy as with t
MPEAK strategy, and there was no systematic relations
between place-pitch sensitivity and consonant place-cue
formance with either strategy.

Subsequent examination of several cochlear implant
teners’ performance over time with the SPEAK strate
showed that performance on the consonant place-cue m
sure sometimes continued to improve well beyond the fi
month of use. This suggested that the relatively sh
SPEAK trial used in our first experiment may have provid
an inaccurate picture of the relationship between place-p
sensitivity and consonant recognition. As a result, we
evaluated this relationship in a second study using subj
with substantially more SPEAK experience. Data from t
second study showed the expected positive relationship
tween place-pitch sensitivity and consonant place-cue per
mance, consistent with our hypothesis. In addition, this stu
indicated that consonant place-cue performance depend
only on place-pitch sensitivity but also on subjects’ ability
resolve amplitude fluctuations in the speech signal.

EXPT 1: PLACE-PITCH SENSITIVITY AND
CONSONANT RECOGNITION WITH MPEAK VERSUS
SPEAK

Methods

Subjects

Fourteen postlingually deafened adult subjects part
pated in the first experiment. All were experienced users
the Nucleus 22-electrode implant, having used their impla
continuously for at least one year. Twelve were clinical us
of the MPEAK speech-processing strategy implemented
the Mini Speech Processor and two were clinical users of
f 0/f 1/f 2 strategy implemented on the Wearable Speech P
cessor. All subjects were native speakers of American
glish. Subjects provided informed consent to participate
the study and were paid on an hourly basis for their part
pation. Demographic data and other information describ
the subjects are provided in Table I.
1646G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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TABLE I. Description of 14 cochlear implant subjects who participated in expt. 1: Subject identifying c
gender, age, etiology of deafness~implanted ear!, duration of bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss prior
implantation, depth of electrode array insertion~mm from the round window, with 25 mm representing com
plete insertion!, duration of implant use prior to the study, and duration of MPEAK use prior to the study
provide readers with an indication of subjects’ clinical performance levels with MPEAK~or f 0/f 1/f 2!, sub-
jects’ scores for the NU-6 monosyllabic word test~% correct words and % correct phonemes! are also shown.

Subj m/f
Age
~yrs! Etiology of deafness

Duration
~yrs!

Depth
~mm!

CI use
~yrs!

MPEAK
use~yrs!

Nu-6
% words

Nu-6
% phons

AJA m 48 skull fracture 10 20 6.4 4.7 22 43
AMB m 51 progressive SNHL 1 25 1.6 1.6 40 63
BRL f 49 progressive SNHL 25 20 3.2 3.2 8 27
EJQ f 52 mumps, progressive SNHL 9 22 8.0 8.0 0 12
FXC m 68 progressive SNHL 4 25 4.1 4.1 16 44
JMS f 48 progressive SNHL 36 25 4.9 4.9 8 34
JWB m 60 cochlear otosclerosis 4 20 8.5 ¯ 6 22
KRK m 66 familial SNHL noise exp. 5 24 5.1 5.1 6 27
LMF f 24 meningitis 12 21 6.8 6.8 0 4
MAS f 65 genetic/progressive SNHL 10 25 2.4 2.4 28 52
PLF f 67 otosclerosis ,1 25 1.4 1.4 14 40
REC m 71 traumatic noise exposure 15 25 5.5 5.5 6 27
RFM m 62 Meniere’s disease 1 22 6.4 ¯ 8 28
TVB m 46 progressive SNHL 8 22 4.7 4.7 12 37
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Study design

Each subject completed a one-month trial with t
SPEAK strategy implemented on a loaner Spectra proces
and underwent consonant confusion testing four times.
subjects who were clinical users of the MPEAK strate
completed the following standard~ABBA ! protocol:~1! test-
ing with MPEAK 2–4 weeks prior to the beginning of th
SPEAK trial ~MPK-1 condition!; ~2! testing with SPEAK on
the first day of the one-month trial~SPK-1 condition!; ~3!
repeat testing with SPEAK at the conclusion of the on
month trial ~SPK-2 condition!; and ~4! repeat testing with
MPEAK approximately 4 weeks later~MPK-2 condition!.
Comparisons of consonant recognition with the MPEAK a
SPEAK strategies, described below, are based on data
these ten subjects. Four additional subjects~two MPEAK
users and twof 0/f 1/f 2 users! provided data for the SPK-1
and SPK-2 conditions but were unable to complete the s
dard test protocol for the MPK-1 and/or MPK-2 condition
Data for these subjects are included in analyses that com
electrode pitch-ranking performance and consonant reco
tion with the SPEAK strategy. A psychophysical electro
pitch-ranking task was used to measure place-pitch sens
ity across the electrode array in each subject. In most ca
this testing was performed within the three-month time
riod spanned by consonant recognition testing.1

Speech processor maps

Subjects used their usual, clinical maps for testing w
MPEAK. The SPEAK map created for each subject initia
used the same thresholds~T-levels! and most comfortable
loudness levels~C-levels! as the MPEAK map. In a few
cases,C-levels were subsequently reduced by a cons
small percentage across electrodes to compensate fo
creased overall loudness with the SPEAK strategy. Ot
SPEAK parameters were set to their default values, includ
the frequency allocation table which varied according to
number of electrodes activated in a subject’s map. All s
oc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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jects used the Cochlear Corp. ‘‘Stimulus Level’’ intensi
coding scheme for both the MPEAK and SPEAK strategi
Over the range of levels used here, this coding scheme h
current amplitude constant at approximately 1 mA, and v
ies pulse duration in logarithmic steps between 19 and
ms/ph ~Cochlear Corp., 1996!.

The MPEAK and SPEAK speech-processing strateg
typically employ bipolar stimulation in which the active an
return members of a given electrode pair are closely spa
electrodes along the cochlear array. In this report, electro
are numbered in increasing order from the most apical~1! to
the most basal~22! electrode along the array, and a give
bipolar electrode pair is referred to by its more basal me
ber. Two expt. 1 subjects were programmed with a bipo
separation of 0.75 mm~BP mode!; all others were pro-
grammed with a bipolar separation of 1.5 mm~BP11!.

Consonant recognition procedures

Stimuli . Stimuli used in the consonant confusion proc
dure were 19 /aCa/ disyllables spoken by each of three
male talkers and three male talkers, whereC
5/p,t,k,b,d,g,f,Y,s,b,v,Z,z,c,m,n,r,l,j/. These were identica
to the stimuli used by Van Tasellet al. ~1992! in their ‘‘un-
processed’’ condition. The 114 tokens~19 stimuli36 talkers!
were digitized by Van Tasellet al. at a sampling rate of 10
kHz with 12-bit resolution.

Test procedure. The subject was seated approximate
1 meter in front of a pair of high-quality loudspeakers and
video screen in a sound-isolated room. Speech tokens w
played from computer memory at 10 kHz, amplified, a
presented through the speakers. The presentation level o
dividual tokens varied over a 5-dB range between 60–65
SPL ~slow response, A-weighting scale! in the sound field at
the location of the subject’s head. This level is consist
with a conversational or slightly raised vocal effort by
speaker 1 m from the listener~Pearsonset al., 1976; Skinner
et al., 1997!. The speech processor was set to the ‘‘norma
1647G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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~rather than the noise-reduction! setting, and subjects wer
instructed to adjust the processor’s sensitivity control s
that stimuli were comfortably loud. A standard test blo
consisted of one presentation each of all 114 tokens, in
domized order. The stimulus was presented once on e
trial, and the subject used a computer mouse to select h
her response from a list of 19 alternatives displayed on
video screen. Correct-answer feedback was provided im
diately after each stimulus presentation, as recommende
Van Tasellet al. ~1992!. A practice block of 38 randomly
selected tokens was presented initially, followed by 5 st
dard blocks. Testing was usually completed in a single 2
hour session; however, it was occasionally necessary to c
over testing to a second session. In the latter case, a pra
block was obtained at the beginning of each test sessio
pooled confusion matrix was created from the five stand
blocks of data for a particular subject and test conditi
Each pooled matrix represented 30 observations~5 blocks36
tokens! per stimulus.

Analysis. Information transmission analysis was pe
formed on the pooled consonant confusion matrices to ob
measures ofrelative transmitted information for stimulu
~RTI stim!, relative transmitted information for envelop
conditional on place(RTI env@plc#), and relative transmitted
information for place conditional on envelope(RTI plc@env#).
RTI stim represents the proportion of all available stimu
information that is successfully transmitted to the listen
with possible values ranging from 0 to 1. It was computed
the manner described by Miller and Nicely~1955!.
RTI env@plc# represents the subject’s ability to extract and u
low-frequency temporal information in the speech wavefo
~envelope and periodicity!, whereas RTI plc@env# represents
the subject’s ability to utilize available spectral cues to co
sonant place-of-articulation. RTI env@plc# and RTI plc@env#

were computed via sequential information analysis~SINFA!,
using the modified envelope categories described by
Tasell et al. ~1992! and the place categoriesfront, middle,
andback. Category membership for the envelope and pla
features used in SINFA analyses are shown in Table II. T
conditional values RTI env@plc# and RTI plc@env# were com-
puted because the envelope and place feature sets sho
Table II are not completely orthogonal. These conditio
measures can be viewed as independent indicators of
jects’ abilities to use temporal~envelope! and spectral cues
in the acoustic speech waveform~Van Tasellet al., 1992!.

TABLE II. Envelope and place categories of Van Tasellet al. ~1992! that
were used for information transmission analyses in the present study.

Category # Envelope feature Place feature

1 /b,d,g,v,ð,c,z/
~voiced fricatives and plosives!

/b,p,f,v,m/
~front!

2 /p,t,k/
~voiceless plosives!

/d,s,j,t,n,z,ð,1,Y/
~mid!

3 /f,s,Y,b/
~voiceless fricatives and affricates!

/k,b,c,r,g/
~back!

4 /m,n,r,l,j/
~nasals and glides!
1648 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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Electrode pitch-ranking procedures

The stimuli and procedures used for the electrode pit
ranking task were similar to those described by Nelsonet al.
~1995!. Stimuli were 500-ms trains of 125 Hz, 205ms/ph
biphasic pulses presented at current amplitudes yielding c
stant, comfortable loudness across electrodes as determ
by the loudness balancing procedure described bel
Stimulation was bipolar, with bipolar mode matched to th
used in the subject’s speech processor~BP or BP11!. Elec-
trodes were stimulated directly~bypassing the speech proce
sor! using a specialized interface~Shannonet al., 1990! con-
trolled through the parallel port of an 80–486 compu
running custom software.

Current amplitudes used in the electrode pitch-rank
task were determined by balancing loudness to a comm
level of ‘‘medium loud’’ across electrodes. To accomplis
this, estimates of threshold and maximum acceptable lo
ness were first obtained for each usable electrode in the
ject’s array, using an ascending method of limits procedu
In this procedure, the current amplitude of the pulse tr
stimulus~500-ms pulse trains separated by 500-ms silent
tervals! was raised slowly from below threshold to a lev
where the subject first reliably heard the tone~i.e., could tap
his or her finger in synchrony with the tone!. After this level
was recorded, the current amplitude of the stimulus w
gradually increased further. The subject indicated loudn
changes by sliding his or her finger along a printed loudn
scale, and stimulation was terminated when maximum
ceptable loudness was reached. After a short pause, a se
ascent was completed, and average threshold and maxim
acceptable loudness values were computed from the two
ues of each. The range of current amplitudes yielding a lo
ness percept of ‘‘medium loud’’ was then determined for o
electrode near the middle of the array by slowly raising a
lowering current levels over the range of amplitudes yield
medium to loud percepts. The current amplitude on this r
erence electrode was then set to the approximate midp
~in logarithmic amplitude units! of the medium loud range
Following this, current amplitudes on each of the remain
electrodes were adjusted to produce similar loudness by
senting the reference stimulus alternately with an adjusta
stimulus on each new electrode. The current amplitude
the nonreference electrode was adjusted by the experime
until the stimulus on that electrode was judged to be equ
loud as the stimulus on the reference electrode. Once lo
ness matches were obtained on all usable electrodes in
subject’s array, the loudness-balanced stimuli were pla
back to the subject in random order to ensure that no sti
lus was noticeably louder or softer than the others. If a
irregularities in loudness were noted by the subject, the lo
ness balance procedure was repeated on the electrod
question and the stimuli were again checked for equal lo
ness using the playback procedure.

Loudness balancing was intended to ensure that lo
ness differences between stimuli would not distract subje
from judging pitch differences between stimuli presented
two different electrodes. However, it could not guaran
that all discriminable loudness differences between electr
pairs had been eliminated. For this reason, additional s
1648G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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were taken to ensure that subjects could not use loud
cues to improve their pitch-ranking performance. First, s
jects were not given feedback on the electrode pitch-rank
task. Thus even if small loudness differences could be
criminated on a given stimulus pair, the subject could not
the loudness cue to improve performance. Second, stim
were presented in randomized blocks consisting of 10 tr
each of 6 to 10 electrode pairs, and the ordering of individ
pairs was also randomized.

Pitch-ranking data were obtained using a 2IFC pro
dure in which two electrodes were stimulated in sequen
separated by a 500-ms silent interval. On each two-inte
trial, the subject’s task was to select the stimulus that w
‘‘higher in pitch’’ or ‘‘sharper.’’ The term ‘‘sharpness’’ was
included in our instructions because subjects in our previ
study~Nelsonet al., 1995! reported that some stimulus pai
differed in sharpness rather than pitch. A correct respo
was scored when the subject chose the stimulus present
the more basal electrode. Feedback was withheld in orde
eliminate the possibility that subjects could correctly ord
stimuli in the case of pitch reversals, i.e., when stimuli we
perfectly discriminable but the more apical electrode p
duced a higher pitch. As indicated above, this also remo
the possibility that any remaining loudness differences
tween stimuli could be used to improve performance.
possible pairs of electrodes separated by distances of 0
1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 mm~1st, 2nd, and 4th diagonals of th
comparison matrix! were tested in each subject. Addition
electrode separations of 6.0 and 7.5 mm~8th and 10th diago-
nals! were tested in most subjects whose data did not
proach perfect performance at 4.5 mm separation. Note
the term ‘‘electrode separation,’’ as used here, refers to
distance between the basal~or apical! members of each o
the two electrode pairs stimulated on a given trial, and no
the distance between electrodes in a single electrode
which we refer to as ‘‘bipolar separation.’’

Subjects were initially trained to perform the pitc
ranking task using widely spaced pairs of electrodes. Follo
ing training, data were obtained for 5 to 8 electrode pairs
a time, with 10 trials per comparison pair presented in r
dom order within the block of 50 to 80 trials. Compariso
within a given block of 50 to 80 trials involved a limite
region of the electrode array~basal, middle, or apical! and a
fixed electrode separation. Blocks of trials with larger a
smaller electrode separations were alternated, so that sub
were not required to endure long stretches of trials that
volved very difficult comparisons. After one complete da
set ~10 trials/comparison! was obtained for all electrod
separations, two additional data sets were obtained. This
sulted in a total of 30 trials per comparison. Three or fo
two-hour sessions were typically required to complete
entire electrode pitch-ranking procedure.

A merged comparison matrix was constructed for ea
subject’s pitch-ranking data, with comparison scores
pressed as percent correct responses. The average pe
correct scores obtained in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 6th diago
of the matrix were computed to arrive at mean percent c
rect pitch-ranking scores for electrode separations of 0
1.5, 3.0 and 4.5 mm. These mean percent correct scores
1649 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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then translated to units of perceptual sensitivity (d8) using
the conversion tables of Hacker and Ratcliffe~1979!. A d8
value of 3.29 was assigned to perfect performance.

Results and discussion

Electrode pitch ranking

Figure 1 shows average place-pitch sensitivity as a fu
tion of electrode separation for each of the 14 subjects w
participated in expt. 1. There was considerable variability
subjects’ performance at all electrode separations. At the
rowest separation~0.75 mm, corresponding to the distan
between adjacent electrodes in the Nucleus array!, place-
pitch sensitivity (d8) ranged from 0.13 to 1.52; howeve
only 3 of 14 subjects achieved performance better thand8
51. Performance improved systematically as electrode se
ration increased from 0.75 to 4.5 mm for most subjects, w
the result that 11 of 14 subjects demonstrated place-p
sensitivity ofd851 or better at an electrode separation of 4
mm. Two subjects~JMS and KRK! demonstrated unusuall
poor pitch-ranking performance. For these subjects, per
mance was near chance for electrode separations of 0.7
4.5 mm and improved only slightly for wider electrode sep
rations.

It should be noted that pitch reversals were common
narrow electrode separations, but occurred less often at w
electrode separations. Specifically, 13 of 14 subjects dem
strated one or more pitch reversals at an electrode separ
of 0.75 mm, whereas only 2 of 14 subjects demonstrated
pitch reversals at the 4.5-mm separation. It is also notew
thy that place-pitch sensitivity did not vary systematica
with distance along the electrode array in most cases. O
two subjects demonstrated clear differences in place-p
sensitivity in the apical versus basal halves of the implan
array and, even for these subjects, differences were not
matic.

FIG. 1. Average place-pitch sensitivity (d8) across the electrode array as
function of electrode separation, for 14 subjects in expt. 1. Perfect discr
nation corresponds tod853.29.
1649G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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Consonant recognition

Group data. Figure 2 shows mean consonant recog
tion data as a function of test condition for the ten subje
who followed the standard testing protocol. Mean scores
RTI stim ranged from 36.3% to 44.1%, depending on t
condition ~MPK-1, SPK-1, SPK-2 or MPK-2!. Mean scores
for RTI env@plc# ~50.1%–60.6%! were considerably highe
than those for RTI plc@env# ~12.9%–20.7%! for all test condi-
tions, reflecting subjects’ strong reliance on envelope cue
consonant identification.

Comparison of mean scores for the first and second t
with MPEAK showed a small but significant improvement

FIG. 2. Mean consonant recognition data for ten subjects who followed
standard expt. 1 protocol. Relative transmitted information~RTI! measures
for the stimulus, envelope, and place features are shown for the four co
nant recognition tests obtained with MPEAK and SPEAK, in the order
tained~see text!. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation~s.d.!.
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envelope-cue recognition, with RTI env@plc# increasing from
43.4% for MPK-1 to 49.0% for MPK-2~paired t-test, p
,0.05!. This improvement may be attributable to the exp
rience that subjects accrued with the test materials betw
the MPK-1 and MPK-2 time points or, possibly, to a mo
general improvement in envelope-cue perception that
curred as the result of the subjects’ intervening experie
with SPEAK ~Skinneret al., 1994, p. 24!. Mean scores for
RTI stim and RTI plc@env# were comparable for the MPK-1
and MPK-2 conditions. As expected, mean performance w
SPEAK improved between the first and last days of the o
month trial period~SPK-1 versus SPK-2 conditions!. Im-
provements were statistically significant (p,.01) for all
three features~RTI stim, RTI env@plc# and RTI plc@env#! both
for the subset of ten subjects shown in Fig. 1 and for
entire group of 14 subjects who were tested with SPEAK

Comparisons between MPEAK and SPEAK perfo
mance were made using data from the second test with e
processor ~MPK-2 and SPK-2 conditions, respectively!.
Overall transmission of stimulus information~RTI stim! and
transmission of spectral information (RTI plc@env#) were
slightly higher with SPEAK than with MPEAK and thes
differences were statistically significant~paired t tests, p
,.05!. Transmission of envelope information (RTI env@plc#)
was similar for the two strategies. In general, these findi
indicate that consonant place-of-articulation cues were tra
mitted slightly better with the SPEAK strategy than with th
MPEAK strategy, and that improvements in place-cue tra
mission with SPEAK resulted in slightly better overall co
sonant recognition with that strategy.

e

o-
-

a
-

-

-
-
r

s
-

FIG. 3. Consonant recognition dat
for ten subjects who followed the stan
dard expt. 1 protocol~MPEAK and
SPEAK data!, and for four subjects
who provided SPEAK data only. Rela
tive transmitted information~RTI! val-
ues for stimulus, envelope~conditional
on place!, and place~conditional on
envelope! are shown in the top,
middle, and bottom panels, respec
tively, as a function of speech
processing strategy. Mean values fo
four normal-hearing acoustic listener
~nrm! are also shown. Error bars indi
cate 1 s.d.
1650G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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Individual data. Figure 3 shows individual subjects
consonant recognition data for the MPEAK and SPEAK p
cessors. Data for the stimulus, envelope, and place feat
are shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, resp
tively. Within each panel, data are shown for the ten subje
who followed the standard testing protocol~in order of in-
creasing performance for the stimulus feature! and for the
four subjects tested with SPEAK only~in similar order!.
Mean data for four normal-hearing, acoustic subjects
shown to the far right of each panel for reference purpos

Performance on the stimulus feature~RTI stim!, which
represents overall transmitted information for the conson
stimuli, varied considerably across subjects with scores ra
ing from 11.8%~subject LMF with MPEAK! to 73.4%~sub-
ject AMB with SPEAK!. A similar pattern of scores acros
subjects was obtained for the envelope feature. In cont
scores for the place feature were almost uniformly low, w
only one subject~AMB ! scoring above 30% with either th
MPEAK or the SPEAK processing strategy. Differences
individual subjects’ performance with the MPEAK vers
SPEAK strategies were small, with only three subje
~KRK, EJQ, and AMB! demonstrating more than 5% im
provement in overall performance~RTI stim! with SPEAK.
Two of these subjects, KRK and EJQ, were relatively po
performers. For these subjects, the overall improvement w
SPEAK stemmed primarily from improved transmission
envelope cues (RTI env@plc#). The third subject, AMB, was a
considerably better performer. In his case, improved per
mance with SPEAK appeared to stem from small impro
ments in both envelope- and place-cue transmiss
(RTI env@plc# and RTI plc@env#!.

Place-pitch sensitivity and consonant place-cue
performance

Although six of the ten subjects who were tested w
MPEAK demonstrated good or excellent place-pitch sen
tivity as estimated by the electrode pitch-ranking task, o
one of these six~AMB ! extracted more than 20% of th
available place-of-articulation information from the cons
nant stimuli with the MPEAK strategy. Consistent with th
correlations between place-pitch sensitivity (d8) and place-
cue perception~RTI plc@env# scores! with MPEAK all failed to
reach significance. It is noteworthy that the correlations
tween place-pitch sensitivity and RTI plc@env# became system
atically stronger as electrode separation was increased
0.75 to 4.5 mm for the pitch-ranking measure, since t
suggests that place-pitch sensitivity within relatively narr
frequency regions may be less important to consonant re
nition than place-pitch sensitivity across wider frequen
distances. The left panel of Fig. 4 demonstrates the relat
ship between RTI plc@env# and place-pitch sensitivity at th
4.5-mm electrode separation where the strongest relation
was observed.

Correlations between place-pitch sensitivity and con
nant place-of-articulation (RTI plc@env#) were somewhat
stronger for SPEAK than for MPEAK; however, they st
did not approach statistical significance. Once again, co
lations between place-pitch sensitivity and RTI plc@env# in-
creased as electrode separation increased from 0.75 to
1651 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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mm for the place-pitch measure, suggesting that conso
place-of-articulation cues predominantly involve spect
contrasts across relatively broad frequency regions.
strongest relationship between RTI plc@env# and place-pitch
sensitivity was again observed for an electrode separatio
4.5 mm~r 50.350,p50.220!. This relationship is illustrated
in the right panel of Fig. 4.

There was no systematic relationship between pla
pitch sensitivity at any electrode separation and improvem
on the place-of-articulation feature (RTI plc@env#) with
SPEAK relative to MPEAK. Thus our hypothesis that su
jects with the best place-pitch sensitivity would achieve
greatest improvements in consonant place-of-articula
performance with SPEAK was not supported by the exp
data.

Summary and explanation of findings

The 14 subjects who participated in expt. 1 demo
strated a wide range of performance on the electrode pi
ranking task, with several subjects exhibiting excelle
place-pitch sensitivity even at small electrode separatio
However, only one subject~AMB ! demonstrated any sub
stantial ability to extract consonant place-of-articulation cu
with either the MPEAK or SPEAK speech-processing str
egy. With respect to MPEAK, these results echo the findin
of Nelsonet al. ~1995! and support their conclusion that con
sonant place-cue information is not well represented in
MPEAK-encoded stimuli. The finding that good place-pit
sensitivity did not translate into good place-cue percept
with SPEAK was more surprising, since the SPEAK strate
provides considerably more detail concerning the spec
characteristics of speech than MPEAK.

A possible explanation for subjects’ poorer-tha
expected place-cue performance with SPEAK was tha
relatively short duration~one month! of SPEAK use was
provided in our protocol. It is possible that subjects requir
longer period of daily experience with SPEAK to make fu
use of the additional spectral information that it provides.
examine this possibility, we evaluated the effect of additio
experience on consonant recognition performance in th
subjects~AMB, FXC, and TVB! who upgraded permanentl
to SPEAK following their participation in expt. 1. Consona
recognition had been obtained several times from each
these subjects over a 12–18-month time period follow

FIG. 4. Scatterplots showing average place-pitch sensitivity for electr
pairs separated by 4.5 mm versus performance on the consonant pla
articulation feature (RTI plc@env#). Data for the MPEAK and SPEAK speech
processing strategies are shown in the left and right panels, respective
1651G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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their processor upgrade, in conjunction with another exp
ment. Scores for the consonant place-of-articulation fea
(RTI plc@env#) derived from these data are shown in Fig. 5~a!.
It is apparent that subject AMB improved substantially in h
ability to extract place-of-articulation cues as he gained
ditional experience with SPEAK over a time course of
months. In contrast, subjects FXC and TVB demonstra
relatively stable performance for RTI plc@env# as experience
with SPEAK increased from 1 month to 14 months and
months, respectively. It should be noted that RTI plc@env#

scores for each of these subjects were nearly identical for
MPK-1 and MPK-2 test conditions in expt. 1. This sugge
that subjects had achieved stable performance with the
materials prior to time that the data in Fig. 5 were obtain
and argues against the possibility that the improveme
shown for subject AMB in Fig. 5 were related to increas
familiarity with the test materials rather than improve
speech perceptionper se.

Corresponding data for three other subjects who
ceived SPEAK as their first speech processor are show

FIG. 5. Relative transmitted information for consonant place-of-articula
(RTI plc@env#) as a function of duration of SPEAK use.~a! Data for three
subjects who participated in expt. 1 and subsequently upgraded to SP
Data points at 1 month are the SPK-2 data from expt. 1; subsequent
points represent the number of months of continuous use following upg
to SPEAK. ~b! Data for three subjects who received SPEAK at init
hookup. Additional information concerning these subjects is provided
Table III.
1652 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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Fig. 5~b!. One subject~MPW! achieved stable performanc
on the RTI plc@env# feature within three months of initia
hookup; however, the remaining two subjects~CJP and
GPB! showed clear improvements in the place measure o
the first 9 months and 14 months of use, respectively.
general, then, the data in Fig. 5 suggest that a subject’s a
ity to extract spectral information from SPEAK-encode
speech stimuli may continue to improve with experien
over the course of several months to a year, or even lon
This suggests that the relatively short period of SPEAK
perience provided in expt. 1 may have been a factor in
failure to identify a relationship between place-pitch sen
tivity and consonant place-cue performance. To determ
whether this was the case, we reevaluated the relation
between place-pitch sensitivity and consonant recognition
expt. 2, using subjects with greater SPEAK experience.

EXPT 2. PLACE-PITCH SENSITIVITY AND
CONSONANT RECOGNITION IN EXPERIENCED
SPEAK USERS

Subjects

Expt. 2 participants were 12 adult users of the Nucle
22-electrode implant who had used the SPEAK process
strategy on a daily basis for at least one year. As in expt
all subjects were postlingually deafened and were na
speakers of American English. Seven subjects in this gr
had upgraded to SPEAK after using thef 0/f 1/f 2 or MPEAK
processing strategy; the remaining five subjects had used
SPEAK strategy continuously since implant hookup. Aga
all subjects provided informed consent to participate in
study and were paid on an hourly basis for their particip
tion. Additional information concerning expt. 2 subjects
provided in Table III.

Design and procedures

Each subject underwent consonant recognition tes
and electrode pitch-ranking testing, using procedures ide
cal to those described in expt. 1. Subjects used their u

n

K.
ata
de

n

ode,
to

r to
EAK,
TABLE III. Description of 12 cochlear implant subjects who participated in expt. 2: Subject identifying c
gender, etiology of deafness~implanted ear!, duration of bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss prior
implantation, age at implantation, depth of electrode array insertion~mm from the round window, with 25 mm
representing complete insertion!, duration of implant use prior to the study, and duration of SPEAK use prio
consonant testing. To provide readers with an indication of subjects’ clinical performance levels with SP
scores for the NU-6 monosyllabic word test~% correct words and % correct phonemes! are also shown.

Subj m/f
Age
~yrs! Etiology of deafness

Duration
~yrs!

Depth
~mm!

CI use
~yrs!

SPEAK
use~yrs!

Nu-6
% words

Nu-6
% phons

AGF m 70 noise exposure 25 20 8.2 1.9 0 23
AMB m 49 progressive SNHL 1 25 4.9 1.1 68 81
CJP m 29 maternal rubella ,1 23 1.3 1.3 70 87

DAW f 57 otosclerosis 10 25 1.0 1.0 36 57
EES f 54 Cogan’s syndrome 4 17 8.7 1.8 12 40
FXC m 64 progressive SNHL 4 25 5.7 1.1 8 30
GPB m 57 meningitis ,1 25 1.2 1.2 56 75
JPB m 52 progressive SNHL 4 24 6.4 1.8 52 76

MPW m 31 genetic/progressive SNHL ,1 20 1.1 1.1 66 83
RFM m 56 Meniere’s disease 1 22 8.9 1.2 4 25
TVB m 41 progressive SNHL 8 22 6.3 1.4 24 58
WPS m 66 noise exposure ,1 25 2.9 2.9 32 52
1652G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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FIG. 6. ~a! Average place-pitch sensi
tivity ( d8) across the electrode arra
as a function of electrode separatio
for 12 subjects in expt. 2. Perfect dis
crimination corresponds tod853.29.
~b! Comparison of mean place-pitch
sensitivity obtained by 14 expt. 1 sub
jects and 12 expt. 2 subjects. Erro
bars represent 1 s.d.
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~clinical! SPEAK maps implemented on their own Spec
22 speech processors for consonant recognition tes
Speech processor parameters were set to their default va
as in expt. 1. One subject was programmed with a bipo
separation of 0.75 mm~BP mode!; all others were pro-
grammed with a bipolar separation of 1.5 mm~BP11!. As in
expt. 1, bipolar separations used in the electrode pi
ranking task matched those used in subjects’ SPEAK ma

Results and discussion

Electrode pitch ranking

Figure 6~a! shows average place-pitch sensitivity as
function of electrode separation for each of the 12 subje
who participated in expt. 2. Data for subjects AMB, FX
RFM, and TVB, who participated in expt. 1, are replott
from Fig. 1. Subjects demonstrated a wide range of pla
pitch sensitivity, similar to that observed in expt. 1. O
subject ~MPW! demonstrated exceptionally good pitc
ranking performance, particularly for narrow electrode se
rations; two others~EES and AGF! exhibited unusually poor
pitch-ranking performance at all electrode separations.
noted later, both of these subjects also demonstrated s
electrical dynamic ranges. Figure 6~b! compares mean elec
trode pitch-ranking performance for subjects in expts. 1 a
2. Average place-pitch sensitivity was somewhat higher
the expt. 2 participants at all electrode separations; howe
intersubject variability was similar for the two groups.

Consonant recognition

Figure 7 summarizes consonant recognition performa
for individual subjects in expt. 2. Subjects are ordered alo
the x-axis according to their performance on the stimu
feature. As in expt. 1, subjects demonstrated a wide rang
overall performance and achieved considerably higher tra
mitted information scores for the envelope featu
(RTI env@plc#) than for the place feature (RTI plc@env#). Aver-
age performance for the stimulus feature increased 27%
tive to the SPK-2 performance obtained in expt. 1~44.6% for
expt. 1 versus 56.8% for expt. 2!. Corresponding increase
1653 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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for the envelope and place features were 20.2% and 76.
respectively, suggesting that additional experience w
SPEAK had a considerably greater impact on place-cue
formance than on envelope-cue performance. Related to
8 of 12 subjects in this experiment exhibited RTI plc@env#

scores greater than 30%, as compared to a single su
~AMB ! in expt. 1.

Place-pitch sensitivity and place-cue perception

In contrast to the findings of expt. 1, a positive relatio
ship was observed between place-pitch sensitivity and c
sonant place-cue perception (RTI plc@env#). As in the first ex-
periment, correlations between place-pitch sensitivity a
RTI plc@env# became stronger as electrode separation
creased from 0.75 to 4.5 mm. They approached statist
significance at electrode separations of 1.5 and 3.0 mm~r
50.535, p50.07 andr 50.563, p50.06, respectively! and
reached statistical significance at an electrode separatio
4.5 mm ~r 50.711, p,0.05!. A scatterplot of RTI plc@env#

versus average place-pitch sensitivity at 4.5-mm electr
separation is shown in Fig. 8. Note that there was no syst
atic relationship between place-pitch sensitivity for adjac
electrodes~0.75-mm electrode separation! and place-cue per
ception, even though subjects demonstrated a wide rang
place-pitch sensitivity for this condition. This suggests th
fine spectral resolution is not necessary for consonant pl
cue discrimination with the SPEAK strategy.

Envelope- versus place-cue performance

Another result that emerged from the expt. 2 data wa
strong positive relationship between the envelope- and pla
cue measures. This relationship is implied in Fig. 3, wher
can be seen that subjects who achieved the highest scor
the envelope feature (RTI env@plc#) also tended to achieve th
highest scores on the place feature (RTI plc@env#.) Figure 9
demonstrates the relationship between RTI env@plc# and
RTI plc@env# more directly. Here RTI plc@env# is plotted as a
function of RTI env@plc# and a linear function fitted to the
plotted data indicates that RTI plc@env# increases as a consta
1653G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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FIG. 7. Consonant recognition data for 12 experienc
users of the SPEAK strategy. Relative transmitted
formation ~RTI! values for stimulus, envelope~condi-
tional on place!, and place~conditional on envelope!
are shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels,
spectively.
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proportion~;0.8! of RTI env@plc#. This finding suggests tha
both envelope and place-cue measures may depend
common underlying ability, possibly the ability to detect am
plitude fluctuations in the envelope of the speech wavefo
A mutual dependence of envelope-cue and place-cue per
tion on envelope following seems reasonable given t
envelope-cue perception involves the detection of amplit
fluctuations in a single-channel representation of the stimu
and place-cue perception involves the detection of patte
of amplitude fluctuations across several frequency chan
or electrodes. In this sense, RTI env@plc# can be viewed as a
measure of overall envelope-processing ability, independ
of place-pitch sensitivity ~channel separation!, and
RTI plc@env# can be viewed as a measure of subjects’ co
bined ability to resolve envelope fluctuations and to util
place-pitch cues.

To get a better feel for the relationship between pla
pitch sensitivity, envelope following, and place-cue perc
tion, it is helpful to consider the data for individual subjec
shown in Figs. 6~a! and 7. In general, these individual da
support the contention that subjects’ place-cue perception
flects both their envelope-processing abilities~as indicated
by scores on the consonant envelope-cue measure! and their
place-pitch sensitivity. First, consider the five subjects w
achieved the highest scores on the consonant place-cue
sure RTI plc@env#: MPW, JPB, GPB, CJP, and AMB~Fig. 7,
bottom panel!. Each of these subjects demonstrated h
envelope-cue scores~Fig. 7, middle panel!, suggesting that
they possess good envelope-processing abilities. In addi
1654 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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each exhibited good or excellent place-pitch sensitivity at
electrode separations. For these subjects, then, it appear
the combination of good envelope-processing skills and g
place-pitch sensitivity permitted relatively high performan
on the consonant place-cue feature. There is no obvious
planation for differences in place-cue performance with
this group, in particular to explain the fact that GPB, CJ
and AMB achieved higher place-cue scores~60%–72%! than
MPW and JPB~42%!. However, it is noteworthy that subjec
AMB, who achieved the highest score on the place-cue m
sure~72%!, was distinguished from the others in this grou
by his very high score on the envelope-cue measure~93%!
but not by his place-pitch sensitivity, which was seco
poorest among the subjects in this group at narrow electr
separations~0.75–3.0 mm!. This supports our impressio
that envelope-processing is at least as important as pl
pitch sensitivity in determining consonant place-cue perc
tion.

The next group of five subjects in the bottom panel
Fig. 7 ~WPS, RFM, FXC, DAW, and TVB! exhibited a re-
duced ability to extract consonant place cues~RTI plc@env#

scores between 19% and 35%!. One of these subjects, TVB
demonstrated excellent envelope-cue performance but
moderate place-pitch sensitivity, suggesting that place-
extraction may have been limited by place-pitch sensitiv
rather than envelope-processing ability. Two others in t
group, RFM and DAW, demonstrated excellent place-pi
sensitivity but only moderate envelope-cue performance.
these subjects, envelope-processing skills rather than pl
1654G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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pitch sensitivity may have been the factor limiting place-c
extraction. The remaining subjects in this group, WPS a
FXC, demonstrated low-to-moderate envelope cue sc
and only moderate place-pitch sensitivity, suggesting t
both envelope-processing skills and place-pitch sensiti
may have limited place-cue performance.

The final two subjects shown in Fig. 7, AGF and EE
were unable to extract meaningful amounts of place-cue
formation from the consonant stimuli~RTI plc@env# scores
,13%!. These subjects demonstrated unusually poor pla
pitch sensitivity, in addition to poor~AGF! or moderately
poor ~EES! performance on the envelope-cue measure
effect, it appears that these subjects had little chance of
tracting spectral information from the consonant stimu
given the dual limitations of poor envelope processing a
poor place-pitch sensitivity.

In general, then, the individual data support the not
that both envelope-processing abilities and place-pitch se
tivity are prerequisites for place-cue extraction with t
SPEAK strategy. It appears that both factors are neces
and that neither alone is sufficient for achieving good con
nant place-cue perception. An important implication of the
findings is that spectral information cannot provide an alt
native source of information about consonant identity
those cochlear implant subjects who obtain limited tempo
information. This suggests that improved strategies for
coding spectral speech features will be most effective am

FIG. 8. Relative transmitted information for consonant place-of-articula
(RTI plc@env#) as a function of average place-pitch sensitivity (d8) for elec-
trode pairs separated by 4.5 mm. Data are for 12 experienced users o
SPEAK strategy.

FIG. 9. Spectral versus envelope measures of consonant recogn
(RTI plc@env#) versus (RTI env@plc#) for 12 experienced users of the SPEA
strategy. A strong linear relationship between the two measures is obse
as indicated by the regression fit~heavy line!.
1655 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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listeners who demonstrate good temporal-cue recognition
further suggests that efforts to improve consonant percep
among poorer-performing subjects~who have limited recog-
nition for both temporal and spectral cues! should focus on
improving subjects’ perception of temporal cues.

Dynamic range versus place-pitch sensitivity and
consonant recognition

Figure 10 shows place-pitch sensitivity at each of fo
electrode separations as a function of dynamic range fo
subjects who participated in expts. 1 and 2. There is a c
trend for place-pitch sensitivity to increase with dynam
range at each electrode separation, although the correla
between place-pitch sensitivity and dynamic range is sta
tically significant only at an electrode separation of 1.5 m
~upper right panel!. Note that the six subjects with the poo
est place-pitch sensitivity across electrode separations~filled
symbols! all possess average dynamic ranges less than 8
This indicates that subjects with small dynamic ranges m
be most ‘‘at risk’’ for poor place-pitch sensitivity and, there
fore, poor consonant place-cue perception.

Relationships between dynamic range and the conso
recognition measures RTI env@plc# and RTI plc@env# are illus-
trated in Fig. 11 for expt. 2 participants. Subjects’ scores
the envelope feature (RTI env@plc#) tended to increase with
dynamic range~panel A!. However, linear regression faile

n
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ed,

FIG. 10. Place-pitch sensitivity (d8) at four electrode separations~0.75, 1.5,
3.0, and 4.5 mm! as a function of dynamic range~dB mA!. Dynamic range
data were taken from measurements obtained for the electrode pitch-ran
procedure, and represent average values across electrodes for 205-ms/ph,
125-Hz, 500-ms pulse trains. Data are shown for all 22 subjects who
ticipated in expts. 1 and 2. Filled symbols indicate data for six subjects w
demonstrated the poorest place-pitch sensitivity~AGF, BRL, EES, JMS,
KRK, and LMF!.
1655G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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to yield a statistically significant regression coefficient, p
marily due to the performance of one subject~TVB! who
exhibited a small average dynamic range~3.9 dB mA! but
good envelope-cue performance~79.0%!. Note that five of
six subjects with average dynamic ranges less than 7
exhibited envelope scores less than 50%~data points to the
left of the vertical line!, whereas all six subjects with dy
namic ranges greater than 7 dB achieved scores greater
50% ~points to the right of the vertical line!. Place-cue per-
formance also increased with dynamic range for these
subjects~panel B! and linear regression of RTI plc@env# on
dynamic range yielded a significant correlation coefficie
~r 50.634, p,0.05!. Again, there was a clear performan
difference between subjects whose dynamic ranges we
dB and smaller versus those whose dynamic ranges we
dB or greater. This finding, that subjects with small dynam
ranges perform poorly on place-cue recognition, is not a
gether surprising, since these subjects~with one exception!
demonstrated low scores for the envelope-cue measure@Fig.
11~a!# and since a tight coupling was previously demo
strated between envelope- and place-cue performance~Fig.
9!.

Summary

The 12 subjects who participated in expt. 2 had cons
erably greater experience with the SPEAK speech-proces
strategy ~1.0–2.9 years! than the subjects in expt. 1~1
month!, and also demonstrated considerably better conso
place-cue performance. Mean place-pitch sensitivity for
expt. 2 subjects was slightly higher than that observed
expt. 1 subjects, but the range of performance was simila
contrast to the expt. 1 results, a significant relationship w
observed between place-pitch sensitivity and place-cue
formance. This supports our hypothesis that the deta
spectral information provided by the SPEAK encoding str
egy is best utilized by subjects with good place-pitch sen
tivity. A strong linear relationship was observed between
dividual subjects’ scores on the consonant envelope-
place-cue measures, RTI env@plc# and RTI plc@env#. This sug-
gests that place-cue perception depends both on enve
processing abilities and place-pitch sensitivity. Finally, t
combined electrode pitch-ranking data from expts. 1 an
show that poor place-pitch sensitivity is most likely to occ

FIG. 11. ~a! RTI env@plc# as a function of dynamic range~dB mA! for 12
experienced users of the SPEAK strategy. Dynamic range data represe
average values across electrodes for 125-Hz, 205-ms/ph, 500-ms pulse
trains. The vertical line indicates a dynamic range of 7.5 dB~see text!. ~b!
As in a, but showing RTI plc@env# versus dynamic range.
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in subjects with small average dynamic ranges~, 8 dB for
the test stimulus used here!, indicating that subjects with
small dynamic ranges are most ‘‘at risk’’ for poor consona
recognition.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present results indicate that the SPEAK process
strategy can provide meaningful levels of consonant spec
cue transmission in cochlear implant listeners who poss
adequate place-pitch sensitivity and envelope-proces
skills. They also confirm earlier findings of Nelsonet al.
~1995! and Parkinsonet al. ~1996! which showed that the
MPEAK strategy provides very limited consonant spectr
cue information. Prior to summarizing our conclusions fro
the present research, we would like to comment briefly
several issues related to the effects of experience on sp
recognition performance and place-pitch sensitivity, and c
cerning the generalizability of the present findings to oth
speech stimuli and listening conditions.

Effects of experience

Results from our first experiment highlight the impo
tance of experience with a new speech-processing strateg
a factor in speech recognition performance. Several stu
have shown that performance increases over time followin
change in speech-processor configuration~Tyler et al., 1986;
Parkinsonet al., 1996; Rosenet al., 1998! and suggest tha
improvements may depend on the nature of the proces
change as well as the speech materials being evalua
However, many important issues concerning the effects
experience on implant speech recognition have not been
dressed. For example, it is not known whether the ti
course of improvement to asymptotic performance for c
sonant temporal cues is more rapid than that for spec
cues, as suggested by the present data, or whether rat
improvement vary as a function of speech materials
speech-processing strategy. Such issues have conside
importance for the evaluation and design of spee
processing strategies and also for the evaluation of p
implant speech recognition performance in individual p
tients. Thus it will be important to address them in futu
studies. It should be noted that, although experience wa
limiting factor in the present experiments, it may or may n
have similar importance in other experiments involving c
chlear implant speech recognition.

A possible weakness of the present study is that it
not evaluate the influence of SPEAK experience on pla
pitch sensitivity as measured with our electrode pitc
ranking task. Since the SPEAK strategy provides an
hanced representation of spectral speech cues, it is pos
that use of this strategy could sharpen the spatial resolu
of neural responses in the electrically stimulated audit
system. Such improvements could parallel or underlie
improvements in consonant place-cue perception observe
Fig. 5 as a function of increasing experience with t
SPEAK strategy. In the present experiments, electrode pi
ranking testing was most often performed prior to conson
identification testing with SPEAK; thus if SPEAK exper

the
1656G. S. Donaldson and D. A. Nelson: Place-pitch sensitivity
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ence served to improve place-pitch sensitivity, electro
pitch-ranking measures would have underestimated pl
pitch sensitivity at the time of consonant testing. We susp
that this would have been a small effect, since longitudi
measures of place-pitch sensitivity that we have obtaine
several SPEAK subjects indicate minimal or no improv
ment over time. Nonetheless, such effects could exis
some subjects. It is important to note that underestimatio
place-pitch sensitivity would not have altered the stud
major finding related to place-pitch sensitivity, i.e., that m
subjects have moderate or good place-pitch sensitivity
that only a subset of these achieve meaningful amount
consonant place-cue perception.

Generalizability of the present findings

The present research evaluated subjects’ use of spe
cues under optimal listening conditions~moderately loud
stimuli in quiet! and for a particular subset of speech stim
~consonants!. Thus we can only speculate as to whether fin
ings would generalize to other speech stimuli or would h
true under less optimal listening conditions. The depende
of spectral cue transmission on envelope processing in a
tion to place-pitch sensitivity may apply uniquely to cons
nant stimuli, owing to their brief durations and their lo
intensities relative to the vowel segments of speech. Vo
stimuli may depend more strongly on place-pitch sensitiv
alone, such that subjects with poor performance on con
nant envelope cues~indicating poor envelope-processin
abilities! may be able to achieve high levels of vowel reco
nition on the basis of spectral information only. A rece
study by Fishmanet al. ~1997! suggests that fine spectr
resolution may be more important for vowel recognition th
for consonant recognition. This is generally consistent w
the present finding that consonant place-cue performanc
more strongly related to place-pitch sensitivity at wider el
trode separations than at narrower ones. It also suggests
relationships between place-pitch sensitivity and spectral-
performance might exhibit a different pattern for vow
stimuli than for consonant stimuli. With respect to the iss
of listening conditions, recent research has suggested
fine spectral resolution is more important to speech reco
tion in noise than in quiet~Delhorneet al., 1997; Dorman
et al., 1997!. Consistent with this, subjects in the Skinn
et al. ~1994! study showed the largest speech recognition
provements with SPEAK relative to MPEAK for senten
materials presented in a background of speech babble
general, we would expect place-pitch sensitivity at narr
electrode separations to be important for perception of sp
tral cues to vowel identity and for the perception of cons
nant spectral cues under unfavorable signal-to-noise co
tions. Additional research is needed to evaluate th
predictions.

Clinical implications

The present findings indicate that moderate- and po
performing SPEAK users rely almost exclusively on temp
ral cues to consonant identity, most often because they h
limited envelope-processing abilities but occasionally
1657 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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cause they possess inadequate place-pitch sensitivity. Co
nant discrimination does not appear to rely strongly on fi
spectral resolution, thus place-pitch sensitivity is proba
not the factor limiting consonant place-cue perception
most of these listeners. This suggests that attempts to
prove spatial resolution, for example by excluding indiscri
inable electrodes from subjects’ maps~Zwolan et al., 1997!,
are unlikely to result in improved consonant recogniti
among poorer performers. Instead, it may be more benefi
to focus on enhancing temporally based cues. There are
rently no well-defined strategies for improving consona
temporal-cue recognition in cochlear implant listeners. Ho
ever, it is possible that the use of specific stimulus para
eters and speech-processing strategies could enhanc
transmission of such cues for some individuals. Future
search should evaluate this possibility.

CONCLUSIONS

~1! Spectral cues to consonant identity are poorly rep
sented by the MPEAK speech-encoding strategy. E
experienced cochlear implant subjects with excell
place-pitch sensitivity and good envelope-cue perf
mance exhibit very limited consonant place-cue perc
tion with MPEAK.

~2! Experience is an important factor influencing conson
recognition performance with SPEAK. A subjects’ ab
ity to make use of the spectral information provided
the SPEAK strategy may improve substantially over t
first few months of daily use.

~3! Cochlear implant listeners’ ability to extract spectr
cues from consonant stimuli with the SPEAK strate
depends on both place-pitch sensitivity and envelo
processing ability. Place-cue performance may be l
ited by either one of these factors, or both, in a giv
individual.

~4! Cochlear implant subjects with small electrical dynam
ranges are considerably more likely than other subje
to exhibit poor place-pitch sensitivity and poor cons
nant recognition with the SPEAK strategy.

~5! Attempts to increase consonant recognition amo
poorer-performing cochlear implant listeners should
cus primarily on improved transmission of tempora
based~envelope! cues. Better-performing subjects a
more likely to benefit from improved transmission
spectral~place-of-articulation! cues.
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1Ten of 14 subjects completed electrode pitch-ranking~EPR! testing within
the three months spanned by their consonant recognition test sessions
additional subject underwent EPR testing six months following his com
tion of consonant testing, due to scheduling constraints. The remai
three subjects had completed electrode pitch-ranking testing as part
earlier study~Nelsonet al., 1995!. These subjects were not retested on t
pitch-ranking task as part of this experiment, but were tested on the e
trode pitch-ranking task again about a year following the conclusion of
study. In each case, pitch-ranking performance was similar for the ea
and later test points, and the earlier data were used in the present ana
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